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1. 

3,275,954 
MULTIPLE CONNECTOR, WHEREN PNS HAVE 
LIMITED MOVEMENT WITH IN HOUSING AND 
EACH PIN HAS INTEGRAL LOW-PASS FILTER 

Nello Coda, Erie, Pa., and James J. Walsh, Trenton, On 
tario, Canada, assignors to Erie Technological Products, 
Inc., a corporation of Pennsylvania 

Filed Aug. 20, 1963, Ser. No. 306,406 
9 Claims. (CI. 333-79) 

This invention is a combined connector and filter as 
sembly which eliminates the increased radiation and other 
complications of separate filters. The filters are solidly 
mounted on and float with the pins to simplify inseration 
and withdrawal. 

In the drawing, FIG. 1 is an elevation, partly broken 
away, of a connector; FIG. 2 is a longitudinal section 
through one of the filter assemblies; FIGS. 3 and 4 are 
longitudinal sections through modifications of the filter 
assemblies; and FIG. 5 is a transverse section showing 
the spring connection between the filter assemblies and 
the connector. 
The connector shown in FIG. 1 is that typical of that 

used in electronic equipment and may have from 50 to 
150 more pins, each representing a circuit. The male 
connector is shown in FIG. 1. The female counterpart 
is of conventional design. The term "pin' is used to des 
ignate either a male or female connector. 
The connector has a metallic housing 1 having at its 

center a ground plate 2 connected to the inside of the 
housing by a spring connector 3. On opposite sides of 
the ground plate are members 4 and 5 of insulating ma 
terial having surfaces 6 and 7 making clamping engage 
ment with the upper and lower surfaces of the ground 
plate when the members 4 and 5 are bolted together. 
Extending from the surfaces 6 and 7 are aligned honey 
comb sockets 8 and 9, each associated with a pin 10 of 
the connector. In the bottoms of the sockets 8, 9 are 
aligned clearance openings 11, 12 which provide the nec 
essary clearance so that the pins can float to facilitate in 
sertion and removal. - - - 

As shown in FIG.2, each of the pins has a filter as 
Sembled thereon comprising a tubular ceramic capacitor 
13 with inner electrodes 14 and 15 and an outer electrode 
16. The inner electrode 15 is soldered at 17 to a collar 
18 integral with the pin. The inner electrode 14 is sol 
dered at 19 to a thimble 20 which is soldered to the pin 
at 21. Hermetically sealed within the bore of the capaci 
tor are a plurality of ferrite beads 22 telescoped over 
the pin. The connection between the outer electrode 16 
and the ground plate, as shown in FIG. 5, is made through 
a split metallic sleeve 23 with axially extending corruga 
tions which provides a spring connection between the 
outer electrode and the ground plate. The sleeve 23 
conveniently can be made of hardened shim stock. 

In the assembly, the pins 10 are inserted in the recesses 
8 in the member 5 which is arranged with its surface 6 
presented to the upper side of the ground plate 2. The 
member 5 is then assembled and the parts 4 and 5 bolted 
together. The thrusts on insertion and removal of the 
pins are taken by a collar 24 on the pin and by the thim 
ble 20. The floating of the pins permitted by the clear 
ance between the collars 20, 24 and the bottoms of the 
sockets 8, 9 and by the clearance between the outer sur 
face of the electrode 16 and the openings 25 in the ground 
plate facilitate insertion and withdrawal of the pins. 

In FIGS. 3 and 4 are shown alternative constructions 
for the filter assembly. In FIG. 3, the filter assembly 
is contained within a metal tube 26 soldered to a collar 
27 of insulating material on the pin 28. At the opposite 
end, the tube is sealed by an O-ring 29. Within the tube 
26 is a ceramic capacitor 30 having an outer electrode 31 
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soldered to the tube 26 by solder introduced through holes 
32. The capacitor has inner electrodes 33, 34 respectively 
connected to the pin by sleeves 35, 36. Between the 
sleeves are a plurality of ferrite beads 37. The FIG. 3 
assembly provides a precision surface for mounting and 
taking the thrusts. The outer surface of the metallic 
tube 26 is easily controlled to the precise dimensions de 
sirable for electrical connection to the ground plate. The 
ends of the tube 26 provide the thrust surfaces for inser 
tion and removal. The fragile ceramic capacitor is com 
pletely protected. 

In FIG. 4, the pin 38 has spaced metallized ceramic 
collars 39, 40 soldered thereto at 41, 42. Between the 
collars are a plurality of ferrite beads 43. Telescoped 
over the collars is a ceramic capacitor 44 having an outer 
electrode 45 and inner electrodes 46, 47 respectively sol 
dered to the collars 39, 40 at 48, 49. The insertion and 
removal thrusts are taken by the collars 39, 40. 
What is claimed as new is: 
1. A connector having a ground plate with a plurality 

of openings extending through the plate, a pair of blocks 
of insulating material respectively on one and on the op 
posite side of the ground plate, each block having a pull 
rality of sockets with each socket in one block being 
aligned with an associated socket in the other block and 
with the open end of each socket adjacent and aligned 
with one of said openings and with the bottom of each 
socket spaced axially from the opening with which it is 
aligned, a pin extending through each opening and through 
the bottoms of the associated sockets, a shoulder on the 
pin within each socket and in thrust relation to the 
bottom of the socket, a filter assembly on each pin com 
prising ferrite beads on the pin between the shoulders, 
tubular ceramic capacitor means telescoped over the pin 
between the shoulders and extending through each open 
ing and having inner electrodes surrounding the beads and 
connected to the pin and an outer electrode, and means 
for electrically connecting the outer electrode to the 
ground plate. 

2. A connector having a ground plate with a plurality 
of openings extending through the plate, a pair of blocks 
of insulating material respectively on one and on the oppo 
site side of the ground plate, each block having a plurality 
of sockets with each socket in one block being aligned 
with an associated socket in the other block and with 
the open end of each socket adjacent and aligned with 
one of said openings and with the bottom of each socket 
spaced axially from the opening with which it is aligned, 
a pin extending through each opening and through the 
bottoms of the associated sockets, a shoulder on the pin 
within each socket and in thrust relation to the bottom 
of the socket, a filter assembly on each pin comprising 
ferrite beads on the pin between the shoulders, tubular 
ceramic capacitor means telescoped over the pin between 
the shoulders and extending through each opening and 
having inner electrodes surrounding the beads and con 
nected to the pin and an outer electrode, and a spring 
connection between the outer electrode and the ground plate. 
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3. The construction of claim 2 in which the spring con 
nection is a split metal ring with axially extending cor 
rugations. 

4. A connector having a ground plate with a plurality 
of openings extending through the plate, a pair of blocks 
of insulating material respectively on one and on the op 
posite side of the ground plate, each block having a plu 
rality of sockets with each socket in one block being 
aligned with an associated socket in the other block and 
with the open end of each socket adjacent and aligned 
with one of said openings and with the bottom of each 
socket spaced axially from the opening with which it is 
aligned, a pin extending through each opening and through 
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the bottom of the associated sockets, a shoulder on the pin 
Within each socket and in thrust relation to the bottom 
of the socket, a filter assembly on each pin comprising a 
metal tube extending between and united by electrically 
conductive material to the shoulders, ferrite beads on the 
pins within the tube between the shoulders, tubular ce 
ramic capacitor means in the tube having inner electrodes 
connected to the pin and outer electrodes connected to 
the metal tube, and a spring connection between each 
metal tube and the opening in the ground plate with which 
it is associated. 

5. A connector having a ground plate with a plurality 
of openings extending through the plate, a pair of blocks 
of insulating material respectively on one end and on the 
opposite side of the ground plate, each block having a plu 
rality of sockets with each socket in one block being 
aligned with an associated socket in the other block and 
with the open end of each socket adjacent and aligned 
with one of said openings and with the bottom of each 
Socekt spaced axially from the opening with which it 
is aligned, a pin extending through each opening and 
through the bottom of the associated socket, a shoulder 
on the pin within each socket and in thrust relation to 
the bottom of the socket, a filter assembly on each pin 
comprising a metal tube extending between and united by 
electrically conductive material to the shoulders, ferrite 
beads on the pins within the tube between the shoulders, 
tubular ceramic capacitor means in the tube having inner 
electrodes connected to the pin and outer electrodes con 
nected to the metal tube, an annular spring contact with 
in each hole in the plate encircling and making electrical 
and mechanical connection between the plate and the 
outer electrode metal tube. 

6. The construction of claim 5 in which the spring con 
tact is a split metal ring with axially extending corruga 
tions. 

7. The construction of claim 1 in which the shoulders 
are metallized ceramic rings soldered to the pin. 

8. A connector having a ground plate with a plurality 
of openings extending through the plate, a pair of blocks 
of insulating material respectively on one and on the op 
posite side of the ground plate, each block having a plu 
rality of sockets with each socket in one block being 
aligned with an associated socket in the other block and 
with the open end of each socket adjacent and aligned 
with one of said openings and with the bottom of each 
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socket spaced axially from the opening with which it is 
aligned, a pin extending through each opening and through 
the bottoms of the associated sockets, a filter assembly on 
each pin comprising axially spaced shoulders on the pin 
in thrust relation to the bottoms of the sockets, ferrite 
beads on the pin between the shoulders, tubular ceramic 
capacitor means between the shoulders having inner elec 
trodes electrically connected to the pin and a tubular outer 
metal part anchored to said shoulders and having a clear 
ance between it and the opening in the ground plate, an 
annular spring within each hole in the plate encircling 
the metal part and making electrical and mechanical con 
nection between it and the plate. 

9. A connector having a ground plate with a plurality 
of openings extending through the plate, a pair of blocks 
of insulating mateiral respectively on one and on the op 
posite side of the ground plate, each block having a plu 
rality of sockets with each socket in one block being 
aligned with an associated socket in the other block and 
with the open end of each socket adjacent and aligned 
with one of said openings and with the bottom of each 
Socket spaced axially from the opening with which it is 
aligned, a pin extending through each opening and through 
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the bottoms of the associated sockets, a filter assembly on 
each pin comprising axially spaced shoulders on the pin 
in thrust relation to the bottoms of the sockets, ferrite 
beads on the pin between the shoulders, tubular ceramic 
capacitor means between the shoulders having inner elec 
trodes electrically connected to the pin and a tubular outer 
metal part anchored to said shoulders and having a clear 
ance between it and the opening in the ground plate, and 
the ground plate having resilient means gripping the metal 
part at each hole in the plate and making electrical and 
mechanical connection between it and the plate. 
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